by a sister who looked to be in her late thirties. She spoke of the recent revelation that many of those arrested in the streets of Baton Rouge were from all throughout the country (Wyatt 2016 ). What's more, many were white-a fact she was sure enraged the Baton Rouge Police Department. Looking at me, she asked, "Where you from?" When I responded, "Jackson, Mississippi," and that I had come to pay my respects, she nodded, affirmatively. At the storefront, a man and woman sat at an impromptu market stand 2 while visitors milled about. I paid my respects to the deceased by lighting seven small candles, which in the Yoruba spiritual practice of Ifa is done in acknowledgement of one's physical transition and to light the way for the spirit's passage into the next realm. For me, this Diasporic cenotaph illustrates the crux of Black geographies, an example of how Black communities in America continue to create and commemorate what Frank Wilderson, III acknowledges as "tremendous life" in a context of social death (Hartman & Wilderson, III 2003, p 187) .
Black geographies (both the analytic and analog) encourage us to look beyond surface level explanations of Black despair. An analysis of this form-if done in a manner true to the experiences and In Christina Sharpe's (2016) In the Wake: On Blackness and Being, she speaks of Black people's corporeal capacity as "our always already weaponized Black bodies," a political and ontological threat to whiteness (i.e. humanity and civil society) subject to (and the subject of) violent extinctions (p 16). Over the last four yearsundoubtedly America's state-sanctioned and extra-judicial crimes go back much further-the world has born witness to the repurposing of civil society 1 by way of the country's affinity (it is also a rabid necessity) for "manufacturing destitution" among Black communities (Woods, 2005 (Woods, , p 1011 ). This photo was taken not long after the murder of Alton Sterling, forlike far too many others-merely existing. I happened through Baton Rouge by chance, on my way to visit family in Houston, Texas. While there, I succumbed to the inexorable pull to pay respects to this brother-now-ancestor. In the week prior to my arrival, those in Baton Rougesupported by allies from without the state of Louisiana-took to the streets in defiance of the militarized state apparatus responsible for his criminalization and death. Local residents also took to honoring his life via a makeshift memorial.
When Woods (1998) spoke to when he cemented-drawing from the literary giant, Richard Wright-the notion of a blues epistemology.
3 The mural, the memorial, the cypher and those who sat on guard indicate a unique Black relation to physical and social space that is always without civil society (Moten 2013) . 4 It also speaks to the growing body of work in the critical study of place names. However, this impromptu practice forgoes street name commemoration-an oft-lengthy process fraught with contention, and which requires the approval of municipal governance (Alderman 2015)-for street level signification. Accordingly, this dedicatory collage demonstrates, in the words of the Black artist collective, Otabenga Jones & Associates (OBJ&A), that Black communities, in the face of state sanctioned violence in the form of police brutality, predatory lending, disinvestment and gentrification, have a "right beyond the site," 5 a relation to physical geographies that are beyond our present station and notions of space tied to juridical categories of individual ownership and capitalist notions of value.
As the field of Black geographies continues to grow, 6 on the heads and heels of Katherine McKittrick and the late Clyde Woods, not to mention the (un)acknowledged organic intellectuals who came before them, let us not forget-those of us within and drawing from this canonthat we are like sentry. As such, we have a responsibility to never allow the purpose of our work to become so base as to be mere descriptors of social ills. Our work derives from the fantastically crafted spectral lives of everyday Black men, women, and children. And as such, we remain beholden to their betterment. 
